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The figures in the classical scenes are engaged in the hunt of the Calydonian boar. According to the Greek legend, Diana sent a savage boar to ravage the country of Calydon because its king, Oeneus, had forgotten to sacrifice to her when he was thanking the gods for a rich harvest. All the heroes of Greece assembled to hunt the boar; Atalanta, a beautiful princess from Arcadia, was the first to wound it, but it was killed by the king's son, Meleager. A designer who wished to show this scene would, at any period from the fifteenth century on, have turned to a doubtless well-thumbed illustrated edition of Ovid's Metamorphoses Or rather, he would see it if he could rise a considerable distance into the air. The prints were intended to be as informative as possible, not to give the effect of a modern snapshot; sometimes they do not correspond exactly with reliable contemporary accounts, suggesting that they were rushed into publication before the fountains were actually finished. The Bassin d'Apo]lon may have been part of Louis XIII's simple garden around his hunting lodge, but the sculpture was added by his son; Apollo guiding his chariot symbolized, of course, the king himself. On the embroidery, the horses are red-brown, spouting blue water, but actually, like all the sculpture of the first construction program in the gardens, they are lead, originally gilded. This program lasted until I674, after which work on the palace became the most important activity; when embellishment of the park was again undertaken on a large scale, in I680, bronze and marble were used for all but small elements of sculpture, which, however, played a lesser role than it had done earlier. The Apollo group was in place by I670, and La Fontaine wrote about it in admiring verse, describing the horses rising from the waves when the sun came up and shaking their manes so that waterdrops should fall as dew: "Ils forment la rosee en secouant leur crin."
Behind the fountain stretches the Canal, the most grandiose feature of the park. It was part of Le Notre's original scheme for glorifying the estate and served both to drain I48 the swamps that had previously occupied the terrain and to help supply water for the fountains. One length was dug in I668 -I669 and an enlargement made in I 67 I -I 672. On the Canal the king assembled pleasure boats of many kinds, some of which are shown in the print; the embroidery, unfortunately, has here been extensively restored, so that it is impossible to say whether it originally included some of the king's English yachts or gilded gondolas. These last were a present from the Republic of Venice. Four gondoliers came with them; their quarters were the buildings on the Trianon side of the Canal, called Petite Venise, where the tourist today can eat lunch at an outdoor restaurant.
LJouis XIV, like any enthusiastic gardener, was continually changing his plans. The fountain in the upper left corner of the embroidery took three years to make, but it was allowed to exist for only thirty more. It was called the Salle des Festins, and was on the spot in the northwest corner of the garden where the fountain of the Obelisk now raises its single jet. The Salle des Festins, seen in a bird's-eye view on the print and in the embroidery, was even more elaborate than these representations of it. There were movable bridges, giving access to the central island (one is shown, bright yellow, on the embroidery) and there were seventy-three jets of water according to the descriptions, though fewer appear in the print. Each jet sprang from a group of sculptured children in gilded lead; they are sketchily rendered in the print, but only the figure in the circular pool in the foreground is visible in the embroidery. It has, however, a flying yellow cloak, suggesting gilt. There is an account of a supper being served in the Salle des Festins in I 674; I 50 chandeliers were hung in the trees for light. But much of the water of this fountain lay in narrow, stone-lined channels that were diEcult to keep in repair, and the whole thing was swept away in a great remodeling of the gardens early in the eighteenth century, when many complicated structures were replaced by grander and simpler designs. and the smaller sculptural ornaments -icicles, vases, masks, and metal shellswere in place when the king Srst saw the fountains play there in May I685, the large groups that are so conspicuous today were added in the reign of Louis XV. It was not always an entirely agreeable spot; in I746 a guard at the Bassin du Dragon complained that his pavilion was full of toads, and in I759 the Bassin de Neptune was used as a sewer.
In the distance, both in the print and in the embroidery, are some of the many windmills, now vanished, that once toiled to raise water
